Rather than enjoying a good book with a cup of tea in the afternoon, instead they juggled with some malicious virus inside their desktop computer.

Invisible. In this formerly sovereign nation structured neither by the US Black/White binary nor the one-drop rule, non-White multiracials, including Black Hawaiians and Black Koreans, illustrate the coarticulation and limits of race and the settler colonialism shifts North American debates in Black and Native studies to the Black Pacific. Hawaiʻi Is My Haven illustrates what the Pacific offers members of the African diaspora and how they in turn illuminate race and racism in modern "integrated control" approach. What's Bugging Me? teaches techniques for prevention, early detection, and monitoring of pest problems. It recommends specific methods that target the pest, not methods that merely poison the ecosystem.

What if you miss the point of life? Or you find happiness and success, but the deeper joys escape you? What if you're stuck in drudge that slowly suctions life out of you? Or never really discover your true purpose? Are you suddenly grasping that as you accomplish your bucket list, you look back on your life and see that there was a hole in your bucket all along, yet you're still empty? Your unidentifiable inner hunger remains unsatisfied? Through engaging writings of different styles, and using experiences from his life and those of the people he met around the world, Anthony Atala helps us all look for the "leak" in our own bucket and begin to fill it again. What if you miss the point of life? Or you find happiness and success, but the deeper joys escape you? What if you're stuck in drudge that slowly suctions life out of you? Or never really discover your true purpose? Are you suddenly grasping that as you accomplish your bucket list, you look back on your life and see that there was a hole in your bucket all along, yet you're still empty? Your unidentifiable inner hunger remains unsatisfied? Through engaging writings of different styles, and using experiences from his life and those of the people he met around the world, Anthony Atala helps us all look for the "leak" in our own bucket and begin to fill it again.

Dead in Pukalani: An Eddie Naku Maui Mystery is a private eye Hawaii crime novel. Private investigator Eddie Naku is hired by attractive divorcee Kathryn Higuchi to investigate a murder of her ex-husband, top lawyer Steven Swift. But when the murder becomes a mystery when the lead detective on the case is murdered. Can he finally be brought to justice or will he strike again?
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Can you help me analyze a document about the stinging and biting insects in Hawai‘i? I need to identify the types of insects and their habitats. Additionally, I want to learn more about the Tiptoe Burglars and their connection to a determined drug smuggler.

I am also interested in reading about the federal agent Cody Hunter and his partners, who are assigned to eliminate a major narcotics smuggler who is rapidly expanding his operations. This operation is set in 1982, and the story involves a federal agent who leaves his love behind to pursue his mission.

Furthermore, I am curious about the book "War Baby / Love Child" which explores hybrid Asian American identity through a collection of essays, artworks, and interviews. The book pairs artwork and interviews with the essays to explore topics such as Vietnamese Amerasians and Korean transracial adoptions.

Lastly, I would like to know about the book "Paranormal Talent Agency," which involves a supernatural mystery and a team recruited to solve unusual cases. The protagonist, Sarah, must rely on her empath abilities to uncover the truth and save everyone.

Please provide me with a summary of these topics or any questions you may have. Thank you.